
'Charlie's Bluff'
ingenious tale
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deficiency. hut he conceives
of his work as being a part of
a much larger. albeit un-
written. whole:l'sually a- work of

speculative historical fiction
finds itself 19hrown in with the
fantasy and science fiction
books Books like Philip K
liick s Th(4 Man in the High
Tmker . uhich paints the
\\ is as the victors of WW
‘%ill never be considered to be
Literature i notice the capital

-

As the journalauthor, Lovat
Fraser. was a soldier, it isn't
surprising at all to discover
that a large part'of it contains
vivid battle description.
General Wolfe's Quebec cam-
paign of 1759. which turns out
differently for George II in
this work, is extremely well-
handled.

However. the genre has
lound itself a ehilmpton in re-
cent months Donald Thomas.
whose literary efforts have
been mainly in verse rather
than prose has produced a
hronole of the House of

Prince Charles' political
maneuverings to seize power
untie colony of Virginia. aided
by several colorful supporting
characters. makes for en-
joyable reading. Col. George
Washington turns up here and
there as a man who has-deter-
mitied never to wage war
again

Review-

s;tuart sc. struggle' for Great
Britain's throne that seizes
the redder's interest and
ielaxes its grip only when the
last page has been read

The Prince's old nemesis
from the Battle of Culloden
11745. where in actuality, the
Stuart hopes were snuffed out
by the Hanoverians'
brutality) William. Duke of
Cumberland. returns with an
army to save the northern
colonies and to put an end to
the hopes of the Pretender.

\% hat distinguishes "Prince
Charlie s Bluff A NaVel of
the &ngdoin of Virginia"

om its pedestrian predeces-
,,,irs is an ingenious device
Rather than relat nig events in
the third person. Thomas
conceives of a fragmented
iournal kept by a contem-
porary of _Bonnie Prince
'harhe that is prepar&l for

publication by the grandson of
the journal's author.

At the Battle of Annapolis,
in late May 1761, for those
who haven't become ac-
quainted with ttte novel, the
inglorious defeat of the
Stuarts at Culloden is
avenged. Although the battle
took two days, the second day
is reported through second-
hand information, as Lovat
Fraser spends that day con-
ducting a skirmish in An-
napolis itself.

• Thomas apprOaches all
ekents through this premise.
The publication even is
entrusted to Woodrow Wilson,
president of Princeton
iniversitv, "who, had the cir-

cumstances of history been
altered, might also have been
President of the United
States

Thomas' characters have a
remarkable tendency to come
alive. —The pseudo-historical
work reads much better than
the standard historical fare,
both scholarly and non-
scholarly.

All in all, "Prince Charlie's
Bluff" (actually a
geographical feature from the
Battle of Annapolis, and not a
ruse contrived by His Royal
Highness) is one of the more
entertaining novels to have
appeared this year.

Hopefully Thomas will con-
tinue to produce similar prose
works, and not devote himself
solely to poetry.

The illusion that the book
describes actual historical
events is _kept going by
sentences ll4te "How quickly
the power of government un-
der Lord Casimir's Regency
passed to McAlistatr and his
'patriots' is well enough
known". It is not that Thomas
lacks imagination to carry the
drama of the Kingdom of

)
Virginia to t ' present day, in
tact his ima ination doesn't
seem to sti ter from any

PSU researchers seek artificial heart
_ By TOMLUCAS

Collegian Staff Writer
A reliable artificial heart is a little closer toreality because

of research conducted by engineers at University Park.
_ The research effortbegan in 1970when Dr. William Pierce, a
cardiac surgeon and associate professor of surgery at Hershey
Medical Center, expressed an interest in a joint effort with the
School of Engineering to develop anartificial heart.

John Brighton, prbfessor of mechanical engineering, and
Winfred Phillips, associate professor of aerospace
engineering, became involved in theproject.

The research has two basic objectives: to develop an ar-
tificial heart, and to develop a heart assist, a device designed
to aidthe heart for tlimited time while it heals.

The artificial heart was designed by people from Hershey
and University Park. The engineers at University Park then
designed a mechanical system totest the artificial heart.

Once alheart has been built and tested, it is implanted in a
test animal at Hershey_

The researchers decided on a collapsing sac contained in a
rigid outer case as the basic design of the artificial heart. An
air pulse is introduced,-compressing the sac and expelling
the bloodfrom the artificial heart.

•Brighton explained the similarities and differences of the ar-
tificialheart to the human heart.

"The mechanical heart is similar, in regard to having a
flexible pumping chamber and inletkand outlet valves," he
said.

"The main difference is rather than having muscles supply
the contracting force for blood ejection, the mechanical heart
uses compressed air surrounding the pumping chamber."

While the artificial heart has a long way to go until it's per-
fected, there is a good chance the heart assist will be perfected
in thenear future, according to

A calf at Hershey has survived nine months with a heart
assist. "This is an indication we have a long life mechanical
device that does minimal blood_ damage and provides a
reasonable bood flow," Phillips said.

After each heart is built, it is tested in a mechanical
engineering lab. Photo by Ed Palsa

Early in the research effort, it was decided to construct a
mechanical model of the circulatory system as the heart would
"see" it. The important operational measures of the artificial
heart would be taken by mechanical simulation of the cir-
culatory system, '

The mechanical simulation has the advantages of being less
expensive and more reliable than implanting an artificial
heart in an-animal and trying to measure the heart's perfor-

JOHN BRIGHTON (left) AND WINFRED PHILLIPS examining different models of an artificial heart in their testing
laborators.

mance, according to Phillips. Financial support has come from several sources. The Penn-
What got two engineers interestedin artificial hearts? sylvania Science and Engineering Foundation provided sup-
"lt seemed like a useful application of my background in port for the first three years of research, and the National In-

fluid mechanics in dealing with real and important problems stituteof Health has provided support since then.
as opposed to dealing only inabstract theories and equations," The National Science Foundation also has supported
Brighton said. engineering studies to develop theartificial heart.

Changing theworld
is a fine idea,but

where doyou start?
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We asked the same question when we first
found ourselves in a position to make the world
a more livable place

production and silver recovery. The black enter-
prise program not only helps people who aren't
well off but also helps stabilize communities in
which Kodak can work and

In short, it's simply good business. And
we're in business to make a profit. But in further-
ing our business interests, we also further so-
ciety's Interests. . • '

At Kodak, 1,4,e started close to home. In
Rochester, New-York. We cut river pollution with
one of the most efficient industrial waste water
treatment plants in the country. We cut air pollu-
tion with scrubbers, adsorbers and electrostatic
precipitators. We helped set up a black enter-
prise program in downtown Rochester. ,

Why? Helping to combat water pollution not
only benefits society but us as well as we need
clean water to make film. Our combustible waste
disposal facility not only reduces air pollution
but also helps pay for itself in heat and steam

After all, our business depends on society.,
So we care what happens to it.

Kodak Kodak,
More than a businesi;
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41' ATTENTION TEACHERS:

Also accountants, taxpayers, bill
payers, or anyone who has to
work, with numl3ersi

With the
Texas Instruments

TI-3500,
you work smart
instead of hard:

---

___ NOW
JUST

$59.95
Adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides instantly
Bright, easy7to-read, 10-digit readout
Performs mixed calculations in chain mode
Multiplies or divides by a constant ~

niKeys arranged for maximu performance
Noiseless, instant weration
Standard A-c power; detachable cord

Complete with dust cover and operating instructions
Full floating omreset decimal
Texas Instruments 1-yearwarranty
Negative sign; entry, and calculation overflow indiqations
Enter numbers and functions in standard businessmachine sequence

At University Park-Books ore
Ground Floor HUB

k• university parbookstore on campus • university park bookstore on campus • university park bookstore


